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around the world and learn
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Europe project!

AGRIGEP - 

HORIZON EUROPE PROJECT
“Assessment and implementation of
Agriculture and Life Science Universities’
1st Gender Equality Plans in widening
countries“

What are we doing?

Performing a sectorial assessment and
define needs and blocks which might hinder

the efficient implementation of GEPs in
agriculture and life-science universities

Training in sectorial GEP issues
assessed in the form of an

online survey

How can you engage with us?

Join the survey and help our work!



We cannot end hunger and
poverty without

empowering both men and
women in agrifood systems;

we need their equality.

Did You
Know?

Subscribe for newsletter:  https://agrigep.eu/ 

Source:
FAO report 2023
The status of women in agrifood systems. Rome. 
https://doi.org/10.4060/cc5343en

AgriGEP_eu

https://www.facebook.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/agrigep/

https://www.youtube.com/@AgriGEP_eu

Get in touch

Women are farmers, workers, and
entrepreneurs, but they face more

severe constraints than men in
accessing productive resources,

markets, and services almost
everywhere. 

Let’s empower female farmers 
to feed the world! 

Women make up 43% of the global
agricultural labour force, yet 

they face significant discrimination
when it comes to land and livestock

ownership, equal pay, participation in
decision-making entities and access to

credit and financial services.

Women’s equality in agrifood
systems could boost 

the global economy by $1 trillion, 
reduce food insecurity 

by 45 million: new FAO report

Project coordinator
Hungarian University of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences (MATE)

info@agrigep.eu
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